INTRODUCTION
The development of a quantitative description for the large-scale ocean circulation began in the tropics with Sverdrup's [1947] explanation of the North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC), a remarkable basin-wide surface current that flows in opposition to the wind stress and owes its existence to the meridional gradient in the vertical component of planetary vorticity. Unbeknownst to ocean theorists at that time was a similarly remarkable "countercurrent" located directly on the equator beneath the surface: the Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC). Also a basin-wide feature, the EUC is a thin veneer of eastward flow embedded within the equatorial thermocline under an intermittent and less well defined surface wind driven South Equatorial Current (SEC). As with the NECC, the EUC owes its existence to the Coriolis parameter's gradient, but with the added complexities of all of those processes, both local and far-field, that determine the structure of the equatorial thermocline and hence the near-surface pressure field that drives the EUC in opposition to the wind stress. The dynamics of these processes, while all related to the Coriolis parameter's gradient, differ in subtle ways. For the mean flow the advection of planetary vorticity results in an intrinsically nonlinear momentum balance [Fofonoff and Montgomery, 1955; Cane, 1980] , while for the fluctuations the momentum balance may be described by linear, equatorially trapped planetary waves [Matsuno, 1966; Moore and Philander, 1977] . With this multiplicity of processes it is not surprising that an understanding of the EUC remains incomplete. [Halpern and Weisberg, 1989 ]. The present paper adds to the description of the EUC structure and its volume transport variability over an annual cycle, using observations made during the Seasonal Response of the Equatorial Atlantic (SEQUAL) experiment. The primary finding is that the EUC structure appears to differ for the mean and for the fluctuations. Although one annual cycle is insufficient for statistical hypothesis testing, the data suggest that the mean flow scales according to inertial theory while the fluctuations about the mean scale according to equatorial wave theory. 
ZONAL VOLUME TRANSPORT AT 28øW
The zonal volume transport associated with the surface SEC and subsurface EUC is examined using the current meter measurements made between depths of 10 m and 150 m along 28øW at 0.75øN, 0.0 ø, and 0.75øS. The locations and record lengths for these measurements (made with the EG&G Sea Links Systems, Inc., vector-averaging current meters) are listed in Table 2 Table 1 ). This may be due to aliasing and biasing, a question that these authors also raise in their discussion. long-wave theory, as well as being in qualitative agreement with previous time series constructions from both shipboard profile data and numerical model results. These findings lead us to hypothesize that different physical processes are controlling the volume transport, integrated across the EUC from the surface, over different time scales. On the time scale of the record length average, inertial dynamics appear to be controlling, while on the time scales of the seasonal fluctuations, linear equatorial long-wave dynamics appear to be controlling. Longer record lengths within a similar dynamical regime will be required to test this hypothesis statistically.
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